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Entando Professional Services provides guidance and expertise on
how to align the Entando User Interface with your specific business
needs. Our process driven design approach to applications focuses
on taking any business process and streamlining it for your users.
We do this by analyzing your current applications and UIs and
aligning them with our UX engineering or development driven
UX methodology. UX engineering is the balance of design and
development and focuses on harmony between your design
system and our UI capabilities.
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ENTERPRISE RELIABILITY

Entando is the leading micro frontend platform for building
enterprise web application on Kubernetes.
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What will you get?

Benefits

•

A UX Findings and Recommendations Report that will highlight all
of the UX opportunities for standardization to help meet your project
goals

•

Reusable or modular UI assets - component libraries and design
systems

•

An idea of how you can best leverage the Entando Design System
either on it’s own or in parallel to your existing design system

•

Consistency across all your application(s) in look and feel and
interactions

•

Direction on how the Entando UI and process driven design solutions
help position your project or applications for success

•

Faster feature and functionality to market by applying those reusable
assets

•

Scalability across different types of systems and applications as
your business grows and changes

•

Built in UX best practices with a modern themable UI

Get Your Design System

At Entando, we understand the importance of aligning the user experience requirements with your specific business needs.
This package is designed to allow your team to create a standardization path to create a collection of reusable Entando components
that can accelerate the development of projects on your company. These components (widgets, micro frontends, microservices, UI
templates) can be assembled starting from your internal component repository to build any number of web applications. The result will
be a growth of the productivity of your team allowing faster delivering of your Entando based solution.

Reusability of components requires a standardization path for UX/UI
When designing, building and delivering application on top of kubernetes your team need a standard way to scale, increase efficiency,
and get consistency.
Imagine that your company has many applications and needs to modernize many of them and build new ones. It’s likely that the many
teams working on different parts of the same project or on different projects will create inconsistencies over time rebuilding similar
components (micro frontends as sample). Imagine now to have a set of principles, rules and out of the box reusable components
shared on your internal component repository. It becomes much easier to create consistent experiences across your applications and a
faster way to build new products at scale.
Entando UX Standardization Program helps enterprises gain the benefits of a custom design system with reusable components that
reduce the complexity to build apps with a shorter time. We provide a standard approach on how to develop apps as reusable micro
frontends and microservices, evolving your internal component repository.

About Entando Professional Services

Entando Professional Services team works with Customers to enable success in their digital journey.A global team with extensive experience on a
variety of industry sectors, such as telecommunications, e-commerce, travel, digital entertainment [CHANGE OR ADD MORE], Entando Professional
Services team guides the your Customer through critical milestones and decision points, augmenting the your Customer team and providing support or
ownership of governance, architecture, infrastructure, delivery, training.
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